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Key Points
◆◆ Fifteen years into the era of President
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, U.S. influence
on his inner circle and support base,
the new generation of Turkish strategic
thinkers, and the Turkish public at large
has diminished rather than improved.
American Turkey watchers have grown
frustrated with perceived divergence
of interests, values, and agendas. A
growing number consider Erdoğan
and his inner circle autocratic, difficult,
ideologically extreme, and dangerous.

◆◆ U.S. interests would be better served by
avoiding confrontation and maintaining close military-to-military cooperation while also pressing for democratization in a patient, low-profile manner.
The emerging Turkish think tank sector
offers opportunities for doing just that.
The sector has grown dramatically over
the past 20 years and offers a window
for better understanding the revolution
in Turkish strategic thinking that now
perplexes many American observers.
Engaging Turkey’s think tanks would
support democratization.

◆◆ The United States should participate
in Turkish think tank events, invite
their leaders to the United States, use
microgrants to strengthen liberal think
tanks, and collaborate on some studies.
This would improve understanding
of Turkish strategic thought, broaden
Turkish policy debate, and encourage
democratization.
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Supporting Democracy in
Erdoǧan’s Turkey: The Role of
Think Tanks
by Richard H.M. Outzen and Ryan Schwing

T

his paper examines the Turkish think tank sector as part of a strat-

egy to invest in Turkish democratization in a manner that does not

prejudice security cooperation or the broader bilateral relationship.

The United States for over 60 years has promoted a Turkey that is politically
stable, economically prosperous, militarily capable, and democratically mature.1

As we head into 2016, the good news is that Turkey has had a party capable

of ruling and winning elections for 14 years, is a G20 economy, retains one of
the strongest military and security establishments in the world, and has estab-

lished civilian authority over the military in a durable manner. The bad news is
that this substantial progress has not resulted in a more transparent government

fully committed to Western democratic norms. Instead the result has been a
frequently unpredictable ally led by an increasingly authoritarian, albeit popular

President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who flouts Western norms with relish and

deviates from Western strategic consensus with ease. The sustained dialogue,
mutual understanding, consultation, and compromise that mark good partnerships are noticeably absent—and the formerly substantial American influence
over Turkish policymaking is greatly diminished. At the same time, the United

States has an image problem to accompany its influence deficit, having experienced a sustained loss of trust among the Turkish public.2

The inescapable fact is that Turkey is a far less dependent and far less trac-

table partner for the United States today than at any time during their bilateral

relationship. The Turks have clearly laid out a more independent foreign policy

doctrine and done their best to implement it; American audiences have not fully
appreciated this paradigm shift. Some observers—even long-time Turkey watchers—wrongly attribute divergence of interest or policy to Islamist ideology, or

Erdoğan’s ego and caprice. Moreover, they fail to appreciate the fundamental
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changes in Turkish strategic thinking, which are perhaps

create friction at the government-to-government level,

best-selling 2001 work Strategic Depth. Davutoğlu ar-

eral relationship to Turkish readers in ways that might be

best exemplified by Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu’s
3

gued that Turkey’s longstanding foreign policy identifi-

cation with the West and aloofness from its neighbors
badly needed revision and that Turkey could improve

the impact of its trade, diplomacy, and security efforts by

and that are trying to understand and explain the bilatinstructive for American audiences, too.5

Erdoğan Firmly in Control
Turkey’s November 1, 2015, elections mark an impor-

pursuing a more independent and multilateral approach.

tant turning point in Turkish politics: for the first time since

revert even when Erdoğan is no longer running the coun-

control over the state apparatus that he has reshaped for

That fundamental shift has occurred, and is unlikely to
try. U.S. policymakers have three options with Erdoğan’s

more powerful, less predictable, and imperfectly democratic Turkey: stop treating it as an ally, move to a fully

Turkey is too important to simply
walk away from—on Syria, Iraq, the
Ukraine, energy corridors, and a
host of other issues
transactional relationship, or exercise some patience on

coming to power in 2003, President Erdoğan now has full
over a decade.6 A variety of checks and balances restrained

him over the years: a staunchly secular president (Ahmet

Necdet Sezer) until 2007; antagonists in the military, bu-

reaucracy, and press through 2012; street protests in 2013;
a challenge from Fethullah Gülen’s hizmet movement in

2013 and 2014; and finally the threat of a countervailing political coalition in 2015.7 He has now surmounted

these obstacles through a combination of patience, strate-

gic bargaining, manipulation of judicial and tax systems,
an increasingly heavy hand in security matters, diffusion of
his supporters throughout state institutions, and successful

populist appeals.8 With a presidential term and parliamen-

the reform path while building on common interests.

tary majority through 2019, he now enjoys a level of au-

(NATO) Ally with an important geostrategic position,

tafa Kemal Atatürk, virtually free from internal challenge.

Turkey, a North Atlantic Treaty Organization

is too important to simply walk away from—on Syria,

thority unprecedented in Turkey since the death of Mus-

Having a strong leader without serious domestic

Iraq, the Ukraine, energy corridors, and a host of other

challenges might appeal to Turkish voters in uncertain

by acceding to Erdoğan’s requests for financial support

in shaping economic and security policies.9 It is mixed

issues. Europe seems to have chosen the second option,
and reopening European Union (EU) accession talks in
exchange for more cooperation on refugees. The United
4

States could pursue the third option of building a better partnership based on common interests because it
has the advantage of robust military-to-military ties

undergirding the relationship, and new opportunities
have opened up for engaging Turkish policy actors and

the broader population. The growing prominence of the
Turkish think tank sector presents one such opportunity
to engage with and invest in organizations that produce
thoughtful and professional analysis, that are insulated

from the polarizing currents of domestic politics, which

2
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times, and it undoubtedly affords Erdoğan a freer hand

news for Turkey’s partners in Washington, though, since

the further maturation of Turkey’s democracy remains an
American interest, and Erdoğan seems most comfortable

sustaining an illiberal democracy.10 At the same time, re-

gional events have made Turkey’s strategic cooperation

with the United States more indispensable than ever,
with the Syrian civil war, counter–Islamic State of Iraq

and the Levant campaign, stability in Iraq, refugees in
Europe, and deterrence of Russia comprising an illustra-

tive short list. The dilemma for American policymakers is
how to maximize strategic cooperation without ignoring
or condoning authoritarian tendencies.

ndupress.ndu.edu

It is not an entirely new dilemma. Turkey has been a

gion. On the other hand, it might be possible to conduct

the better times bilateral relations were marked by ten-

nership with Turkey on regional security and diplomatic

NATO Ally of the United States since 1952, and even in
sion and misalignment over Cyprus, the Kurds, human

rights, and a host of other issues. It only seems worse this
time because many observers saw Erdoğan and his Adalet
ve Kalkinma Partisi ( Justice and Development Party, or

AKP) as a way to end, not update, the endemic tension
between strategic partnership and democratic deficits.

11

Turkey’s increasing regional and global weight in the 21

st

bilateral relations on a dual track: sustain robust partmatters, while pushing for democratization indirectly by

expanding outreach to Turkey’s business and civil society

sectors. By broadening engagement with these sectors, it
might be possible to lay the groundwork for greater com-

mitment to pluralism in the generation of leaders that
will follow Erdoğan.

Economic liberalization in the 1980s and political

century has complicated rather than simplified relations

reforms in the 1990s opened the door to new players and

autocratic style exacerbating fundamental differences on

curred despite the authoritarian traditions of the political

with the United States. With Erdoğan’s increasingly
12

regional strategy, the U.S.-Turkish relationship has been
increasingly tense in tone and short on trust, at least be-

yond the fairly narrow bounds of security cooperation.13

While it is revealing that President Barack Obama went
from counting Erdoğan among his five closest counterparts in 2012 to barely speaking to him by the middle

of his second term, it may be even more telling that numerous observers have begun to doubt whether Turkey
remains or should be an Ally at all.14

There would be significant costs associated with ei-

ther giving up on Turkey as an ally or giving up hope

new voices in Turkish society, a liberalization that oc-

it is hard to see how high-profile
political snubs, public censure,
positioning the Kurds as our primary
regional ally, and other measures
likely to disrupt the bilateral
relationship might contribute to our
goals in the region

for greater democratization to preserve cooperation. The

and military elites of the day. Late-stage Turkish military

to sideline Turkey altogether—such a move could weak-

shows that continued engagement and incentives can af-

stakes are potentially quite high if the United States seeks
en NATO, destabilize the region further, and make the

likelihood of a democratic resurgence even more remote.
The fact is that Turkey is a G20 economy, still a functioning Muslim-majority democracy, and has the ability
to partner with or help frustrate the United States and

its other allies on a host of regional issues. Furthermore,
some argue that Erdoğan now has a far more secure domestic power base and political clout than his military

predecessors ever enjoyed, making it even less advisable
to antagonize him and less feasible to sideline him.15

It is hard to see how high-profile political snubs,

public censure, positioning the Kurds as our primary re-

gional ally, and other measures likely to disrupt the bilateral relationship might contribute to our goals in the rendupress.ndu.edu

tutelage allowed civil society to flourish; the Turkish case
fect the process. If civil society could emerge as an engine
of democratic broadening under a watchful military, it

stands to reason that certain components of that sector

can develop greater influence and political effectiveness
under Erdoğan’s evolving illiberalism as well. Turkey’s
think tank sector has the potential to be the next locus of

democratic development even during a period of increasing authoritarianism within the organs of state.

Democratizing Under Watchful
Eyes
Traditionally, political decisionmaking in Turkey

has been consolidated in the hands of political elites, and

political participation has remained relatively narrow.16
SF No. 292
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Deference to centralized authority continued as a main

it depended directly on two key preceding events dur-

tive elections in 1950 and was long accepted as a necessary

explicitly disavowed Islamic politics in favor of conser-

theme in Turkish politics well after the advent of competi-

or natural characteristic of Turkish politics by significant
portions of the civilian population.

17

A fundamental change occurred following the 1980

coup, after which the military ceded authority to the
elected government over economic matters and foreign

policy. The economic liberalization during the Turgut
18

Özal years (1983–1993) led not only to a greater voice

ing the 1997–1999 period. During this period the AKP
vative democratic politics and pluralism and began as-

sembling a broader coalition that drew in non-Islamist
groups—Islamists, pious businessmen, anti-militarist

liberals, moderate Kurds, and others seeking to end the
era of military tutelage by working within the electoral
system as it had been constructed and enforced by the

Kemalist elites.23 In a sense, the party had been forced

in policy matters for influential business leaders but also

by the military-imposed restrictions to transform from

damentally different outlook on governance and the na-

(Fazilet Partisi and Refah Partisi) into a more pious ver-

to the rise of a new class of businessmen with a funture of the state. There followed a restrained struggle
19

for power between the military-supported state institutions and the rising “pious” businessmen, a struggle that

democratization from the 1990s
through 2011 left Turkey with a far
more robust civil society than during
previous authoritarian turns or other
crises in bilateral relations
moderated the Islamists while prying reforms out of the
government gradually.

20

The process was accelerated by Turkey’s drive for

membership in the European Union, which required
that the military accede to a number of political reforms
to limit its own power and reform state institutions. The
reforms ultimately stalled but not before a significant

number were implemented.21 Before Erdoğan entered

national-level politics, the military had already agreed
to measures that significantly scaled back its powers to
shape national policy. This process demonstrates that au-

thoritarianism in the Turkish context was far from abso-

a truly Islamist party such as its immediate predecessors
sion of previous center-right parties (Doğru Yol, Anav-

atan, Adalet, and Demokrat parties of the 1990s, 1980s,
1960s–1970s, and 1950s, respectively).24

Under Erdoğan’s leadership, the AKP presided over

a decade of political reform, economic resurgence, and
foreign policy dynamism. Some observers believed that

Turkey was on the road to a permanent democratic consolidation, with Erdoğan destined to be remembered as

the great democratizer in Turkish history. Then a series
of events in 2011–2012 changed his approach—some
might say allowed him to revert to type.25 The war in

Syria, pressure from Gülen’s movement, and the failure

of his peace initiative with the Kurdish Partiya Karkeren
Kurdistan (PKK) all played a role in Erdoğan’s increasing

intolerance of dissent in the press or in the streets. Skeptics believe that democracy was in any case never more

than instrumental to Erdoğan and AKP, a way to hegemonize a conservative Muslim order rather than an end

unto itself.26 After 2012 he made peace with the military,
consolidated control over the bureaucracy by rooting out
Gülenists, and turned to the business of transforming

Turkey in accordance with his vision for the centennial
of the republic in 2023.27

Turkey’s stop-and-go democratization and Erdoğan’s

lute and could be rolled back with the proper incentives

evolution from Islamist to democrat to popular authori-

The rise of the AKP in 2002 marked a more decisive

ever, has not been left without options. Democratization

and manner of engagement.

22

phase in the end to military-led authoritarianism, but

4
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tarian have been disappointing. The United States, howfrom the 1990s through 2011 left Turkey with a far more
ndupress.ndu.edu

robust civil society than during previous authoritarian

more direct, punitive, or demonstrative approach. One

that critics question whether Turkey is a predictable or

and research shows that countries experiencing rapid eco-

turns or other crises in bilateral relations. It may be fair

reliable ally, but it is ahistorical to portray Turkish intractability as unique to the Erdoğan era. Turkey has always
been a difficult and highly suspicious Ally, albeit one

worth the investment. For the Turks, the enduring central
dilemma of their relationship with the United States has

been how to maintain cooperation in critical areas with-

out becoming dependent or subordinating their own interests to American ones.

28

Some observers are making the case that the United

States should significantly downgrade ties with Erdoğan’s
Turkey, but the results would be counterproductive. We
29

have seen how that plays out to the detriment of both
parties, as it did after the Cyprus arms embargo of the
1970s. On the other hand, simply continuing business as

usual with an increasingly autocratic regime, as the Unit-

reason is economic: stability sustains economic growth,
nomic growth under authoritarian leaders tend to experi-

ence significant democratization once those leaders pass
from the scene. Turkey fits this model, and unless Erdoğan
finds and grooms a successor who equals his blend of per-

sonal popularity, political savvy, and timing, the constricting grip on rights and liberties is destined to slip.32

Meanwhile, the period of remarkable economic

growth Turkey has experienced since 2002 has not been

reflected in bilateral trade and cooperation with the
United States. For instance, the American share of Turk-

ish trade dropped from 8.2 percent in 1999 to 5.5 percent in 2010. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has cited

a number of steps that could improve the scope and quality of U.S.-Turkey trade and investment flows, such as

a comprehensive trade framework agreement.33 Vesting

ed States arguably did after the 1997 “postmodern coup,”

the United States and Turkey in one another’s economic

tions need not be restricted to punish or ignore, however.

perity and democratization but also offset somewhat the

gives short shrift to American values. Our policy op30

Faced with two separate and sometimes conflict-

ing interests—fostering democratization and seamless
security cooperation—U.S. interests might be better

served by developing a two-track approach that neither
antagonizes nor lionizes Turkey’s increasingly authori-

success will not only reinforce the virtuous cycle of prosweight of policy considerations driven by Turkey’s close

economic ties with Iran, Russia, and other nondemocrat-

ic states. A punishment-oriented response to Erdoğan
forecloses that possibility.

On the other hand, a long-term perspective on

tarian but increasingly well-entrenched leader. The first

Turkey’s democratic evolution would allow the United

tion and consultation with Erdoğan and his key advi-

cy analysis that has accompanied Turkey’s economic and

track is continued close military-to-military coopera-

sors, especially National Intelligence Organization (Millî
İstihbarat Teşkilati) chief Hakan Fidan, Prime Minister
Davutoğlu, and the military leadership.

31

The second

track is to continue to pressure for democratization in a
more patient, low-profile manner—that is, through the
business and civil society sectors.

The Long View on Democratic
Maturation
There are strong reasons to think that the United

States will have better luck fostering democratic maturity
in Turkey through the two-track approach rather than a
ndupress.ndu.edu

States to take advantage of the growing market for polipolitical liberalization over the past several decades. As

the bounds of public discourse on regional and security
matters broadened, Turkish public opinion responded

more energetically on issues such as the Iraq War and the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict, prompting scholars and experts to form organizations focused on policy analysis.34

Islamist intellectuals and other supporters of the AKP
were particularly active in the expansion of this sector:
The AKP’s ten years in power has created the new
technocratic elite embracing a realist discourse
which is best exemplified by the rising status of the
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foreign policy experts. It is not a coincidence that

many young Muslims are now driven toward
such strategic areas as the international relations

and security studies in tandem with the AKP’s
increasing search for being a regional power. The
mushrooming of many think tanks close to the

government is a recent phenomenon in Turkey
that exemplifies [the] increasing preponderance

of an intellectual current that can be referred [to]
as “strategism.” These intellectuals have turned

[out] to be very crucial in producing significant
domestic legitimacy for the AKP around a discourse
emphasizing Turkey’s increasing regional power.35

Turkish think tanks are indicative of these trends in

Turkish public discourse. They do not currently exercise

office. This marketplace of ideas frequently informs or

presages development of policy and strategy within
government.36

Think tanks are a global and increasingly intercon-

nected phenomenon. By bridging the gaps between

citizens and governments, and by exercising influence

in regional and global networks, they have become integral participants in policy processes in virtually every nation.37 There are over 6,000 active think tanks

in 182 countries as of 2015, and trends indicate they

will continue to grow both in number and influence.
That growth makes them an unavoidable dimension
in understanding and managing bilateral and regional

relationships in an increasingly complex, informationflooded world.38

In countries with developing democratic sys-

the sort of influence they do in the United States or cer-

tems, think tanks play a somewhat different but still

explain the marketplace of policy and strategy thought

of democratization, fostering debate and increasing

tain European countries, but they do represent and help
in Turkey, which is a good starting point for better un-

derstanding where the United States could partner with
voices that would strengthen pluralism in the Turkish
political environment.

Why Think Tanks?
Civil society is a crucial aspect of overall demo-

cratic development, but think tanks are a uniquely valu-

able and important type of civil society organization in

this regard. In modern democracies, think tanks serve
as an important bridge between academia and the po-

litical system. They serve as incubators for both young

scholars to develop their skills before moving into the

government or academic spheres and experts leaving
those establishments to use their skills and experience

important role. They serve as an important indicator

public understanding of political developments. The
independent analysis and policy suggestions of think
tanks encourage further accountable and pluralistic

governance, helping keep developing democracies on

track.39 Think tanks both reflect democratic opening
and change when they proliferate and help sustain and

mature democratic culture by stimulating public debate and improving public understanding of national

political issues. As the National Endowment for the
Development of Democracy notes, the proliferation
of think tanks representing a variety of intellectual

and political viewpoints can play an important role in
deepening democratic culture.40

The first decade of the 21st century saw a dramatic

expansion in the size of Turkey’s think tank sector.41 The

to further think tank research. The idea of a revolving

“explosive growth” in the number and productivity of

academia, and government is now better accepted in

reflects growing pluralism.42 As Erdoğan and the AKP

door system of experts switching between think tanks,
the United States than movement between private industry and government. Publications produced by think

tanks convey expert insights without taint of profit motive or the constraints imposed by elected or appointed

6
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Turkish think tanks (düsünce kuruluşları) in the 2000s

party have increasingly come to dominate state institutions, and have disarmed the traditional restraining fea-

tures of the press and military, civil society could be the

ndupress.ndu.edu

most formidable check on authoritarianism left in the
Turkish body politic.

43

Strengths and Weaknesses of the
Turkish Think Tank Sector

most Turkish think tank researchers are not careerists
and see think tank work as a temporary position after a

political or military career or as a part-time position for
academics.48

It is also true that given Turkey’s authoritarian his-

The birth and expansion of a Turkish think tank sec-

tory, society—including academia—has a less well-es-

ally rigorous and constructive policy debate, but this is

ity. This contributes to a perception that think tanks are a

tor have not produced a uniform standard of intellectunot surprising in what amounts to a startup sector for

Turks. At this stage many Turkish think tanks still serve

tablished tradition of questioning and criticizing author-

tool to augment or propagate Turkish policy rather than

create it.49 There is similarly no strong tradition or prece-

instrumental purposes for competing elites within Tur-

dent for think tanks to offer clear alternative policy ideas

erating independent ideas.

to the public in efforts to persuade and influence. His-

key’s highly polarized political system rather than gen44

Self-censorship of media

due to political co-optation of ownership was a factor

in Freedom House moving Turkey’s press freedom ranking from “Partially Free” to “Not Free” in the past several
years, and the nascent think tank sector faces a similar

challenge in terms of separating policy analysis from

sponsor funding.45 Turkey’s think tanks provide impor-

tant venues for discussing and debating policy but have

been used more to provide access to decisionmakers and
policy shapers rather than centers for the production of
independent thought.46 Turkey’s think tank sector is a

potential force for positive democratic development, but

most organizations struggle with insufficient resources,
ambivalence from business and government circles, and

to government, even less so for them to take those ideas
torically, the government has been unreceptive to outside
ideas. Government information and access to officials are

Turkey’s think tanks provide
important venues for discussing
and debating policy but have
been used more to provide access
to decisionmakers and policy
shapers rather than centers for the
production of independent thought

immature publishing and outreach capabilities. That sta-

usually closed to those outside of the government unless

An early 2013 comment by Prime Minister Erdoğan

Another major problem for the development of

tus seems certain to be upgraded in the coming decade.

they have personal connections.50

was the first official recognition of the importance of

politically influential think tanks is funding. A number

government officials should be involved in the creation

media outlets, are owned by businessmen with interests

think tanks to Turkish foreign policy. He stated that
of think tanks with the purpose of promoting Turkish

policy to the rest of the world. It is notable that he
47

identifies the purpose of think tanks as support of gov-

ernment policies rather than objective input to the same.
The Turkish think tank community faces common

startup problems, such as difficulty securing and retaining funding, establishing influence within the political

environment, and earning the recognition and trust of

the public. High personnel turnover is another problem;
ndupress.ndu.edu

of Turkish think tanks, and nearly all the major Turkish
in other fields. Many of these owners have business in-

terests that benefit from government contracts. When a
certain contract is open for bids, these owners try to limit
antigovernment rhetoric of the publications under their
control. A recent study of Turkish think tanks found few

that were clearly critical of the established policies, and
those that were typically did not offer constructive alter-

natives.51 Sensitivity to funding and political access have

led some Turkish organizations to blur the line between
SF No. 292
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Turkey’s Think Tanks: Where to Engage
Where the United States should engage is not self-evident. It depends on U.S. goals and an accurate
understanding of the think tanks. For example, if the United States wanted to explore new areas of military
cooperation, it might engage ORSAM, or for economic cooperation, TEPAV. If the goal is to plant a seed or gain
deeper insights on current Turkish government priorities, SAM, SETA, or TASAM would be better choices. If
the U.S. objective is to reinforce liberalizing trends, it might support TESEV, BILGESAM, or USAK. What follows
in the table below is a brief summary of the current orientation of some likely contenders for U.S. attention.
Think Tank

Founded

Affiliation

ASE

2011

BILGESAM‡

Status

Comment

Independent Policy

Low
output

EU and governance focus

2008

Independent Policy

Low
output

Independent, objective, and independent
is the goal; includes both retired officials
and professional academics

EDAM†

2008

Quasigovernment

Policy

Major

Economic focus

GPoT‡

2009

University

Public
scholarship

Active

Peace/reconciliation focus

LDT‡

1992

Independent Public
scholarship

Active

Liberal

ORSAM

2009

Independent Public
scholarship

Active

Conducts some joint studies with the
military’s in-house think tank; centrist; has
exercised an “early warning function” for
crises in the Caucasus and Middle East

SAM

1995

Government

Public
scholarship

Active

Official think tank established by the
Foreign Ministry; consistently follows
line parallel to government; Davutoğlu’s
influence is heavy

SETA†

2005

Quasigovernment

Public
scholarship

Major

Foreign policy focus; founded shortly after
the AKP took party in 2002; senior officials
come to their events both in Turkey and at
their U.S. office

TASAM†

2003

Quasigovernment

Policy

Major

Close to government; follows a moderately
nationalist line

TEPAV*

2004

Independent Public
scholarship

Major

Tied to the Turkish Chamber of Commerce;
focuses on economics, foreign policy,
governance, and Turkey’s neighboring states

TESEV*

1994

Independent Public
scholarship

Major

Liberal inclination; bold commentary on
current events, and libertarian on the
Kurdish issue and constitutional reform

8
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Orientation
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Think Tank

Founded

Affiliation

UKAM‡

2013

USAK*

YYTE‡

Orientation

Status

Comment

Independent Policy

Active

Kurdish focus

2004

Independent Public
scholarship

Major

Considered moderate, but nationalist
for most of the past decade; under new
management; taken a more liberal direction

2006

Independent Policy

Active

Secular nationalist

Key: *Suitable partner for major U.S. think tanks; †High payoff for official engagement; ‡Developmental interest
ASE: Ankara Strateji Enstitüsü (Ankara Strategy Institute)
BILGESAM: Bilgi Adamlar Stratejik Araştırmalar Merkezi (Wise Men Center for Strategic Studies)
EDAM: Ekonomi ve Dış Politika Araştırma Merkezi (Economic and Foreign Policy Research Center)
GPoT: Global Political Trends Center
LDT: Liberal Düşünce Topluluğu (Association for Liberal Thinking)
ORSAM: Ortadoğu Stratejik Araştırmalar Merkezi (Middle East Strategic Studies Center)
SAM: Stratejik Araştırmalar Merkezi (Center for Strategic Research)
SETA: Siyaset, Ekonomi ve Toplum Araştırmaları Vakfı (Foundation for Political, Economic, and Social Research)
TASAM: Türk Asya Stratejik Araştırmalar Merkezi (Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies)
TEPAV: Türk Ekonomi ve Politik Araştirma Vakfı (Economic Policy Research Foundation of Turkey)
TESEV: Türkiye Ekonomik ve Sosyal Etüdler Vakfı (Turkish Economic and Social Studies Foundation)
UKAM: Uluslararasi Kuresel Arastirmalar Merkezi (International Studies Center)
USAK: Uluslararası Stratejik Araştırmalar Kurumu (International Strategic Research Organization)
YYTE: Yirmibirinci Yüzyil Türkiye Enstitüsü (21st-Century Turkey Institute)

think tanks, which engage in objective research for pub-

ernment.55 A second example is the use of think tanks

ideological biases in their research subjects and results.

to endorse a more conciliatory policy toward Turkey’s

lic policy, and so-called advocacy tanks, which embrace

52

While this can be a problem in any country, the problem

in Turkey is exacerbated by the government’s authoritarian bent.

53

Despite their shortcomings, think tanks in Turkey

matter a great deal more in 2016 than they did 10 or 20

years ago. The proliferation of think tanks is evidence of
this, as is the fact that important political players have

all sought to extend their voices into the think tank
realm—including the dominant political parties, business organizations, and a wide spectrum of social and
ideological interests. Increasingly these think tanks are

able to influence or craft policy, and senior leaders from
the political class and state bureaucracy have called for
increased interaction with foreign think tanks and bet-

as a forum for retired military and diplomatic officials

Kurds, impossible a decade earlier due to both an opera-

tive taboo against such policy discussions and a previous
lack of fora for such discussions.56 While the Turkish bu-

reaucracy, military, and political elites traditionally have

been closed systems not inclined to incorporate advice
from external actors, NATO membership and the EU

accession process have opened these state sectors some-

what to outside advice and expertise. Turkey’s EU accession strategy, for instance, endorses the consultative role
of think tanks and civil society more generally. Turkey’s
think tank sector is poised to grow further, in both the

number of entrants in the sector and the influence they
exercise over policy and governmental strategies.57

Turkey’s political leaders have a long-term vision

ter integration of domestic think tanks in Turkish poli-

for mature policy and strategy production that indi-

2023” agenda for policy goals that was developed within

time.58 Prime Minister Davutoğlu highlighted the need

cymaking. One example is the adoption of a “Turkey
54

a Turkish think tank and then adopted by the AKP govndupress.ndu.edu

cates solid commitment to developing the sector over
to develop think tanks as a source of new policy ideas
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and strategic outreach before the AKP’s rise to power in

and Social Studies Foundation), and most of the smaller

think tanks and Turkish counterparts could help move

For the sake of comparison, in the United States

2001. A broader network of partnerships between U.S.
59

the sector in this direction. Even small amounts of fund-

organizations.

there are over 1,800 think tanks.61 American think tanks

ing and expertise from outside would help improve the

play several constructive roles in the political process

from the narrow confines of patronage politics and put-

agenda-setting, advocacy and debate, and development

quality of policy analysis and advice, freeing advocacy
ting it at the service of rigorous policy debate.

Survey of Turkish Think Tanks
There are now dozens of think tanks operating in

Turkey—31 by count of the latest survey of global think
tanks. This could be an underestimate as a review of
60

the list indicates omission of some small, marginal, and

the development of the sector in
the United States in the 20th century
can be seen as a milestone in the
broadening and maturation of
American democracy

in the United States: research, concept development,
of policy expertise. The development of the sector in the
United States in the 20th century can be seen as a mile-

stone in the broadening and maturation of American de-

mocracy.62 Clearly Turkish think tanks have not matured
to the same point, lagging those in neighboring countries
such as Egypt, Israel, and even Palestine.63

Turkish think tanks can be broken down into sev-

eral categories based on affiliation, level of productivity,
primary audience, or ideological/social orientation. Ty-

pologies have been suggested based on the affiliation of
think tanks (corporate, university, independent, and so
forth) or on their mode of operation (advocacy oriented

or teaching oriented, for instance).64 The sidebar and ta-

ble present a simplified typology of the most prominent
Turkish think tanks, but is hardly exhaustive.

Those listed with an orientation toward public schol-

“startup” think tanks focused primarily on a Turkishspeaking audience. Though many Turkish think tanks

are small, especially by Western standards, some have

risen to national and even international prominence. In
many countries it is common for think tanks to close

or undergo restructuring fairly rapidly, and so it is in
Turkey. Many think tanks appear to have operated for
5 years or less and then ceased regular publication and

activity. However, some that have endured and made
their mark on policy debate are worthy of note. There

are clear differences in resources and output between the
top-tier organizations, such as SETA (Siyaset, Ekonomi

arship produce a broad array of publications and events
addressing a fairly broad audience. Those listed under pol-

icy orientation tend to address a narrower audience on a

narrower spectrum of topics, typically to reinforce or sup-

port certain ideological or interest positions. Those under

low output maintain a Web presence and apparent schedule of activity but have had only irregular events and pub-

lications over several months or years. Several of the think

tanks have been listed on the industry standard list of best
global and regional think tanks.65 Several have partnered

with U.S. think tanks and governmental organizations to
conduct research, publications, and conferences.66

In addition to those organizations listed on the

ve Toplum Araştırmaları Vakfı, or Foundation for Politi-

chart, others bear mention. One is the DPE (Dişişleri

Stratejik Araştırmalar Kurumu, or International Strate-

the earliest think tank, with a founding date of 1974.

cal Economic and Social Research), USAK (Uluslararası
gic Research Organization), and TESEV (Türkiye Eko-

nomik Ve Sosyal Etüdler Vakfı, or Turkish Economic
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Politika Enstitüsü, or Foreign Policy Institute), perhaps
Another is ASAM (Avrasya Stratejik Araştırmalar

Merkezi, or Eurasian Strategic Research Center), which
ndupress.ndu.edu

was created in the wake of the 1997 coup as an attempt

zation remains strong. Polling shows a solid majority of

military, and Kemalist elites. Its funding became scarce

it as the only way forward.68 For perhaps the first time

to find common policy ground between the business,

Turks support further democratization and indeed see

once the AKP consolidated power. There have been

in Turkey’s history, there is a legitimate and realistic

production, such as TURKSAM (Türk Uluslararasi

seeking greater rights from the Turkish state.69 While

nationalist think tanks with intermittent activities and
Ilişkiler ve Stratejik Arastirma Merkezi, or Turkish Cen-

ter for International Relations and Strategic Analysis),
and TURANSAM (Türk Dünyasi Strateji Arastirma

Merkezi, or Turkish World Strategic Research Center).
TUSAM (Türk Ulusal Stratejik Arastirma Merkezi, or

Turkish National Security Strategic Research Center)
was a leftist-nationalist think tank closely linked with

the secularist Cumhuriyet Gazetesi newspaper, through

which it published a weekly “strategy” supplement in
the late 2000s. TUSAM merits mention for its unusual
sponsorship; it was financed by the management of the
Turkish metal workers’ union, Metal-Iş Sendikasi. The
center was closed after a change of union management
in 2009. USTAD (Uluslarlarasi Stratejik Arastirmalari

Derneği, or the International Strategic Research and
Analysis Center) was founded in 2011 as a pro-AKP
institute working on outreach toward Turkish Kurds.

One key lesson of the two-decade effervescence in

Turkey’s think tank sector is that foreign policy analysis and advocacy have long since surpassed the span of

control of a particular governing elite, secular or Islamist.
Nonideological, geopolitics-based foreign policy debate

has appeared among all major political groups since the

political alternative to insurgency for Kurds and leftists
it seems clear that Erdoğan has little appetite for more

democratization, the think tank sector can serve as a key
pillar of U.S. strategy to maintain momentum toward a

more stable and open political society. Here are some

ways the United States could broaden engagement with

Turkish think tanks and help them contribute in substantive and helpful ways to the bilateral relationship:

◆◆ Increase direct engagement between the U.S. Gov-

ernment and leading Turkish think tanks. Senior visitors
from the Departments of Defense and State, as well as

Congress, should include Turkish think tanks on their
itineraries during travel to Turkey. This would raise the
profile and relevance of those think tanks on the Turk-

ish political scene and would give more options for
floating and exchanging ideas with the Turkish govern-

ment through its trusted organizations. Visits to SETA,
TASAM (Türk Asya Stratejik Araştırmalar Merkezi, or

Turkish Asian Center for Strategic Studies), and EDAM
(Ekonomi ve Dış Politika Araştırmalar Merkezi, or Cen-

tre for Economics and Foreign Policy Studies) would be
particularly useful in this regard.
◆◆ Funding

for Turkish think tanks is sparse, and

1990s, left, right, and center.67 A second key lesson is that

this is a major obstacle to development of opposition-

portunity to engage in and encourage the competition

Kurdish. The largest Turkish think tank does only $1

on an academic and analytic level without directly chal-

erally operate on less than $250,000.70 Micro-grants of

this breadth offers Turkey’s international partners an op-

aligned, smaller think tanks—liberal, secularist, and

of ideas regarding Turkey’s foreign and security policies

million of business annually, and the smaller ones gen-

lenging or confronting the AKP in a manner that might

several hundred thousand dollars, preferably through

compromise sensitive regional interests and equities.

the U.S. Agency for International Development, should

Policy Recommendations

SAM (Bilge Adamlar Stratejik Araştırmalar Merkezi,

be used to strengthen think tanks such as BILGE-

Despite Turkey’s many problems—the war in Syria,

or Wise Men Center for Strategic Studies), UKAM

gering PKK insurgency—public support for democrati-

national Cultural Research Center), GPoT (Global

Erdoğan’s increasingly autocratic methods, and the lin-

ndupress.ndu.edu

(Uluslararası Kültürel Araştırmalar Merkezi, or Inter-
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Political Trends Center), LDT (Liberal Düşünce
Topluluğu, or Association for Liberal Thinking), and

YYTE (Yirmibirinci Yüzyil Türkiye Enstitüsü, or 21st-

Century Turkey Institute).

◆◆ Congress should allocate study monies that specify

collaboration with Turkish think tanks on a variety of
topics: Turkey-related, bilateral, regional, or global. This
could stimulate partnerships between large U.S. think

strategic thought. There are other areas where we could

improve bilateral ties: increasing the $19 billion volume

in annual trade, for instance, which is one of the lowest
bilateral volumes among G20 nations.71 Nor should we
neglect the bedrock of the bilateral relationship, security
cooperation within NATO and in several different regions of the world, which remains strong and active.

Think tanks are one way modern nations develop

tanks and some of the most professional Turkish organi-

deeper understanding of their circumstances, broaden

Araştırma Vakfi, or Economic Policy Research Founda-

ence, both at home and abroad. They are another front

zations, such as TEPAV (Türkiye Ekonomi Politikalari
tion of Turkey), TESEV, and USAK.

think tanks are one way
modern nations develop
deeper understanding of their
circumstances, broaden policy
options, improve performance, and
exercise influence, both at home
and abroad

policy options, improve performance, and exercise influ-

in the ongoing struggle to promote competing political

visions. Vladimir Putin has targeted foreign and domes-

tic think tanks in Russia as impediments to his absolute
authority.72 And on occasion U.S. think tanks have been

vilified in Turkey for being overly critical of the Turks and

being full of sinister plots against their country.73 But for

now Erdoğan and his government have not acted on that

misperception. Instead, and as a matter of stated principle, they have made a commitment to seeing the Turkish think tank sector flourish. That leaves us an important
opening and a way to gain insights on and strengthen

pro-Western elements in Turkey’s strategic debates. The
◆◆ Engage through visitor programs (such as the State

outcome will be a clearer understanding of our shared in-

Department’s International Visitor Leadership Pro-

terests and concerns and a broader set of options for how

the United States to meet with officials and counterparts

to do so risks perpetuation of a frustrating status quo and

gram) to bring Turkish think tank leaders and scholars to

to ameliorate the areas in which we do not agree. Failure

in the U.S. think tank sector.

could lead us into sharper conflict with the Turks, con-

◆◆ Support

the establishment of American studies

programs in Turkey and Turkish studies programs in the
U.S. in conjunction with Turkish think tanks, either those
affiliated with universities or independent institutes.

These steps would not remove all friction between

the policies and strategies of the two states given the
acknowledged, more independent turn in Turkey’s international identity in the 21st century. But they would

strengthen Turkish policy debate, encourage democratization over the long-term, and open a window for

the United States on the nuances of evolving Turkish
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flict that would benefit neither party but would generate
great satisfaction in Tehran and Moscow.
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